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**Title word cross-reference**

1 [Zin15], 12 [GES14, GYSH19, HAGM14, HAG15b, TM14].

Architecture [Mit14, Shi16, SPR12, Wan11].
Architecture-Based [Shi16].

Back [RS14]. Backward [TM15]. Bare [LMGV$^+$16]. Barriers [GYSH19, PGJS17].

Based [AAGH14, BL14, DTT16, GGT19, GBB$^+$17, HHM19, HOC17, LGMVS$^+$16, MFR13, MFM$^+$16, O'G12, RT15, Ric09, RV09, RMNC10, SSSC18, Shi16, TAL17, WW17]. be [LGP13]. Behavior [CHA17, PGJS17].

Behind [PLB +12]. Beliefs [BA17].

Benchmarks [HB15]. Benefit [DCW19].

Benefits [MFCLG19]. Berkeley [CHH$^+$11].

Between [LRVW14, SDBJ19].

Bidirectionally [RG19]. Binary [PCH09].

Blending [CHA17, IT17]. Block [GBB$^+$17, WW17]. Block-Based [GBB$^+$17, WW17]. Blocks [CG19]. Bloom [DTT16]. BlueJ [BS10]. Body [DTT16].

Boolean [HLKZ12]. Brain [CG19].

Brain-Computer [CG19]. Brains [CG19].

Bridging [LRVW14]. Bring [RWK$^+$15].

Bringing [HB15]. Broadening [CHH$^+$11, DBBR11, LV11a, LV11b].

Bugged [ABCD19]. Building [SGHZS19].
RCS11, Ryo19, She13, SPR12, TK16, TB16, UR17, VFFT16, Wag16, WK10, WW17, WDK19, YB19, YYQ+10, ZJWF11, AGEL13, Grl13, LGP13, Zin15. Computes [GEEME14]. Computing [Bar09, BH16, BMB+18, Bur11, CHA17, CAL15, CB19, DBBR11, DLM11, EKSW11, ET12, ECF18, GND19, GHT+11, GGH+10, GSYH19, GK17, HSI+19, HOC17, KLS+14, KG18, LV11a, LV11b, LR11, MFR13, MBE+16, MDS16, MCK17, MS11, O’G12, PM09, RP19, SH18a, SDBJ19, SSSC18, SH18b, TM09, TM10, TM11a, TM11b, TM14, TC19, YR15, AGEL13, HAA13, NCLN13].


Generic [SKM13]. Genesis [TC19].
Georgia [GEME14]. Germany [KMB+15].
Get [MS19]. Getting [OPC17]. Girl
[OPC17]. Global [BTF19, CB19, FDW19,
IDC+19, SGHZ19, VGR19]. Goals
[CHP+18, MS11, SPC19, Zin15]. Google
[RSB17]. Governance [GND19]. Grade
[TWH18]. Grades [Zin15]. Graphics
[She13]. GRASP [TSK12]. Greedy [VI13].
Greek [TAL17]. Greenfoot
[Köl10, UCK+10]. Grounded [RP19].
Group [Ric09]. Groups [RBSS11]. GSD
[VGR19]. GSD-Aware [VGR19]. GSE
[HM19]. Guest [BB10]. Guide [SH18a].
Guided [NGK11].

H [BMB+18]. H/FOSS [BMB+18]. Hard
[SPC19]. Hardware [BC12, LRV14]. help
[HS13]. Helping [RT15]. Heuristic [KM16].
High [DLM11, KLS+14, MFM+16, MSH10,
TPQE18, WW17, WDK19, ZJWF11, AGEL13].
High-Level [TPQE18]. high-performance [AGEL13]. Higher
[CJS+17]. Hispanic [GHT+11].
Hispanic-Serving [GHT+11]. Hispanics
[GHT+11]. Historical [BDDGT14].
History [BCD10]. Holistic [NGK11].
HTML [PDF15]. human [RC13].
human-centered [RC13]. Hybrid
[LSSM19]. Hypertext [Kar09].
Hypertextbook [RV09]. Hypothesis
[GBB+17]. Hypothesis-Driven [GBB+17].

i*CATch [NCLN13]. ICT [TSK12]. IDE
[HOC17]. IDE-Based [HOC17].
Identification [RJJ10]. Identify [LRJ14].
Identifying [AANK14, LK19]. IEEE
[DTT16]. Impact [BCZ19, CDCLK17,
KA16, LK19, MDS16, PLB+12].
Impairments [LRJ14]. Implement
[HAG15b]. Implementation
[LMGVS+16, BC13]. Implementing
[AGEL13]. Implications [Bur11, UR17].
Importance [ECF18]. Improved [TWH18].

Improving [IT17]. In-Classroom
[MRG17]. In-Code [VMFG17]. Including
[PLB+12]. Incorporating [SBJ19].
Increase [CMSP+19]. Indian [RVAN15].
Industry [Ip12, MAK12]. Ineffective
[RJJ10]. Influences [CG12b]. Informal
[CMSP+19, GEME14]. Informatics
[BLM+14, KS14]. Information
[CHH+11, KPM18, MAK12, RCS11].
Informed [CMSP+19]. Inheritance
[LBK11]. Initial [FU13b]. Injections
[TK16]. Insights [SPC19, TAL17].
INSPIRED [DLM11]. Institutional
[BMB+18, LD19]. Institutions
[CJS+17, GHT+11]. Instruction
[MW18, Shi16, LGP13]. instructional
[BC13]. Instructor [AWW15, SPC19].
Insufficient [KV15]. Integrated [RG19].
Integrating [CDK+14, HAA13, SSF+19, TK16].
Integration [BSY+10, KPM18]. Intention
[ZD15]. Intentions [TABA12]. Interaction
[CHU+10]. Interactions [MC19].
Interactive [BSY+10, HEE+19, TSK12].
Interest [CMSP+19, OPC17, Zin15].
Interface [CG19]. Intervening [EK17].
Intervention [GEME14]. Interventions
[LK19]. Interviews [JNA18]. Introducing
[CG19, KLS+14, MFR13, TM09].
Introduction [BB10, BAR14, BAGM13,
GM14, GRI3, Hub12, LV11a, MC15, SF19].
Introductory
[BBG12, BNP11, GGH+10, KLM15, KA16,
QL17, SKM13, TK16, WX18, Sor13].
Inventories [GHT+10]. Investigating
[MS19, ZD15]. Investigation
[HS+19, MFCLG19, SS13, Xin15].
Involving [SBH+18]. Israeli [GES14]. Issue
[CB19, FU10b, KG18, LV11a, LV11b, MC15,
BAGM13, Gri13]. Issues [CAL15]. Italian
[BLM+14]. Iteratively [EK17].

Java [BNP11, BA17]. Job [ECF18].
K-12 [GYSH19]. Keeping [Hun16].
Kingdom [McG12a]. kit [NCLN13]. Know [SDBJ19]. Know-how [SDBJ19].
Knowledge [DTT16, ECF18, GGT19, JNA18, YB19].
Korea [CAL15].

Ladders [LD19]. Language [MRR10, SPR12, SS13]. Languages [KA16]. Large [BTF19, BA17, SH18b].
Learner [Kie09]. Learning [AANK14, ALP12, BBG12, BS10, BSY10, CDK14, CHP18, DTT16, DJHGI19, Fie19, FU10b, GYS19, GBB17, GK17, HEE19, HMM19, HOC17, IDC19, Kie09, KG18, KA16, LLKH18, LMGV16, LHT19, LBB11, MRG17, MBE16, McG12b, MAK12, MS11, MS19, MBSBA9, OGP12, PCH10, RT15, RG19, SSF19, SSSC18, SF19, SPC19, TAL17, TB16, TPQE18, VI13, VFFT16, WDC15, BC13].

Low-performing [LHT19]. Lower [IRY17].

many-core [ZPB13]. MapReduce [RRKP13]. Mathematical [DHH15].

Object [AANK14, BS10, KKLL16, Shi16, Xin15].
Object-Oriented [AANK14, BS10, KKLL16, Shi16, Xin15].
Objectives [PM09].
Online [BBG12, DJHGI19, FKG17, VFFT16].
Open [HM19].
Opportunities [CHH+11].
Opportunities [PM09].
Operation [ZPB13].
Opportunities [CHH+11].
Optimization [SSD09].
Orientation [RCS11].
Orientation [AAGH14, AANK14, BS10, KLS+14, KKLL16, KDXB18, RMNC10, Shi16, Xin15, d’A10, AGEL13].
Other [Fie19, QL17].
Outcome [LLKH18].
Outcomes [WX18].
Outreach [LK19].
Own [MBE+16].
Pair [BWE11, UR17].
Pair-Programming [UR17].
Parallel [BAGM13].
Parental [CMSP+19].
Part [LV11a, LV11b].
Partially [ORKH09].
Participating [FKG17].
Participation [CHP+18, CHH+11, DBBR11, FKG17, KWB19, LV11a, LV11b, MPTV16, Pet19].
Pass [SSD09].
Pathway [LD19].
Pathways [LK19].
PatternCoder [PCH09].
Patterns [PCH09].
Pedagogical [TSK12, YB19, HAA13].
Pedagogy [Ryo19, Zin15].
Peer [TPQE18, LGP13].
Perceived [ZD15].
Perception [AAGH14].
Perceptions [Bar09, CMSP+19, ECF18, MDS16].
Perceptual [CJS+17].
Perfect [MS11].
Performance [DJHGI19, KWB19, Wag16, YB19, AGEL13].
performing [LZT+19].
Persistence [CHP+18, WDK19].
Personal [McG12b].
Personalization [BSY+10].
Perspective [AWW15, BMB+18, TM14].
Perspectives [BDDGT14, HAGM14, KLS+14, YZC19].
Phase [Shi16].
Philosophical [WK10].
Physical [RG19, NCLN13].
Picture [KWB19].
Plagiarism [CJS+17, MM12].
Planning [McG12a].
Platforms [MCK17].
Play [HHM19].
POGIL [HS13].
Point [MS19, TWH18].
Points [GHT+11, TM11b].
Policy [GEME14].
Polymorphism [LBK11].
Populations [MFM+16].
Positive [Hun16, Hun17].
Potential [GK17].
Practical [O’G12].
Practice [CB19, MS11, UR17].
Practices [ALHR17, KLS+14, KFME11].
Practitioners [Fie19].
Pre [EKSW11, LR11, MDS16, RP19].
Pre-College [EKSW11, LR11, MDS16, RP19].
Predict [CHP+18, LZT+19].
Predicting [WDK19].
Prediction [LLKH18].
Predictive [CHA17].
Preface [FU10b].
Preparation [Arm11].
Presuppositions [Ten14].
Primary [HAGM14, IIRY17].
Principles [DHH+15, ORS16].
Problem [DTT16, Kie09, O’G12].
Problem-Based [DTT16, O’G12].
Problem-Solving [Kie09].
Problems [AANK14, Kie09].
Procedural [SSF09].
Process [CK09, HOC17, McG12a].
Processes [RJJ10].
Processors [SH10].
Professional [ET12, ECF18, FDW19, KPM18, RSPB17, SDBJ19, SSSC18, YZC19].
Professionals [JNA18].
Profiles [KPM18].
Program [McG12b, RSPB17, RT15, RVI09, SKM13, UFVI09, HS13].
Programmer [MK19, YZC19].
Programmers [ABCD19, CG19].
Programming [ASG19, AAGH14, AANK14, AMSBA15, BWE11, BA17, BSY+10, CHA17, CK09, DCW19, FKG17, GBB+17, IT17, KKL16, KJH19, Köl10, KM16, KLM15, KA16, LLKH18, LK19, MRR+10, MFCLG19, MCK17, MC19, MS19, NGK11, PCH09, QL17, RJJ10, RS14, SKM13, SS13, TAL17, UR17, WX18, WW17, WDC15, WHS+17, Xin15, YZC19, BAGM13, IT13, Sor13].
Programs [BBD+10, BS10, CMSP+19, McG12a, RBSS11].
Project [FDW19, IT17, LMGVS+16, Ric09, RMNC10, SBH+18, Wan11].
Project-Based


Recursion [HEE+19]. RecurTutor [HEE+19]. Redesign [TKS12].

Redesigning [KKLL16]. Reference [MS19, MM12]. Reference-Point [MS19].

Reflections [ET12]. Reform [GM11].


Robotics [LR11, MCK17, WIS+17]. Robots [McG12b].

Robust [CHU+09, LZT+19].

Roland [HAG15a]. Role [PGJS17, RBSS11, IT13]. Russia [KS14].

Scaffolding [RT15]. Scalable [RWK+15, SH18a]. Scale [BA17]. Scenario [AAGH14]. Scenario-Based [AAGH14].

Scholarship [TM10]. School [DLM11, GM11, IIRY17, JNA18, KLS+14, KS14, MFM+16, MSH10, OPC17, RS14, TABA12, WW17, WDK19, WSP+11, ZJWF11].

Schools [BDDGT14, BAR14, BLM+14, BSCH14, FEC17, Hub12, HAGM14, HAG15b, KV15, RVAN15, RWK+15, TM14, TAL17]. Science [Arm11, BDDGT14, BAR14, BBG12, BWE11, BSCH14, BCD10, CMSP+19, CHP+18, GES14, GM14, GM11, GM17, HHM19, Hub12, HAGM14, HAG15b, IIRY17, KWB19, KS14, KFME11, KMB+15, KJ19, LD19, MFM+16, MRG17, MW18, PGJS17, Pet19, RVAN15, RSPB17, RWK+15, RV09, Ryo19, TK16, TB16, VMFG17, VFFT16, Wag16, WK10, WW17, WDK19, YB19, ZJWF11, Zin15, AGEL13, Gri13, LGP13].

Sciences [RCS11]. Scope [GGH+10].

Scratch [AMSBA15, FKG17, MRR+10, UCK+10]. Seamless [Kar09]. Searching [IDC+19].

Second [KG18]. Secondary [Arm11, BDDGT14, BLM+14, Hub12, HAGM14, IIRY17, Kie09, MCK17, YMZ+14].


Self-Directed [MBE+16]. self-direction [IT13].

Self-Efficacy [RCS11, CMSP+19].


Simulation [RWK+15]. Simulations [EKSW11]. Singleton [She13]. Situation [RVAN15]. sized [She13]. Sketch [BL14].

Sketch-Based [BL14]. Skill [Las16]. Skills [ECF18, JNA18, YR15]. Small [BT+19, She13]. Smartphones [RT15].

Snapshot [ALHR17]. Social [CHA17, KPM18, LRJ14, RCS11, TC19].
Software
[ALHR17, BTF+19, BCZ19, BCC+19, CDK+14, CDCLK17, CB19, DTT16, DHH+15, FEC17, GGT19, HM19, Joh19, KDXB18, LRWV14, MPTV16, MSH10, Mtt14, MBSBA09, VGRM19, Wan11].
Solution [MM12]. Solving [Kie09]. Some [HAG15b]. Someone [MRG17]. Source [ABCD19, CJS+17, HM19, NJK19].
Source-Code [CJS+17, NJK19]. South [CJS+17]. Special [CB19, FU10b, KG18, LV11a, LV11b, MC15, SF19, BAM13, Gra13]. SQL
[BSY+10, TSV18]. Stakeholders [SBH+18].
STARS [DBBR11]. State [GND19, GEME14, SCA+10]. States [GES14, MC12a]. STEAM [MM+16].
STEAM-Based [MM+16]. Story [JJWF11]. Strategies [DBBR11, Kie09]. Strategy [RKW+15, WDC15]. STREAM
[CK09]. Structural [LRJ14]. Structure [CHU+09, LMGVS+16]. Structures [BL14].
Student [Bar09, CHA17, DJHGI19, FDW19, GMM17, HLTZ12, KA16, MPTV16, McL12b, MDS16, PGJ17, Pet19, PLB+12, QL17, RP19, SH18a, TABA12, VFFT16, WX18, YR15, ZD15]. Students [AG19, CJS+17, HHH17, IDC+19, JNA18, KPM18, LTZ+19, LR11, MBE+16, ORKH09, ORS16, Pet19, RJJ10, SDB19, TB16, ZJWF11, HS13, IT13, YZC19].
Studies [BBB+10, LMS19]. Studio
[BFF+19, RT15]. Studio-Based [RT15].
Study [BAR14, BCC+19, GND19, GM11, KMB+15, Pet19, Rit09, YR15, Zin15]. Styles [TAL17]. Subject [Hub12, KS14].
Subjects [GGH+10]. Success [ZJWF11]. Successes [GES14]. Successful [UFI10].
Support [ABCD19, CMS+19, GB+17, PCH09, RCS11]. Supported [CDK+14, CDCLK17, MW18]. Supporting
[ALP12, GHT+11]. Supports [RC13].
Survey [GMM17, UFI10]. SWEBOK
[GGT19]. Syntax [PDF15, SS13].
Synthesis [DCW19, d'A10]. Synthesis-Oriented [d'A10]. system
[ZPB13]. Systematic [HSI+19, KJH19, NJK19]. Systemic
[RK+15]. Systems
[KM16, RG19, SM13, TSK12, UFV109].
Table [AHL17]. Taking [BTF+19]. Tale
[GES14]. Talking [HAA13]. Task [MS11].
Tasks [ABCD19]. Taught [OPC17].
Taxonomy [DIT16, MBSBA09]. Teacher
[Arm11, GYS19, MW18, RSPB17, YM+14, YB19]. Teachers [SSC18].
Teaching
[ALHR17, BC12, BLN09, DHH+15, FEC17, HB15, IY17, IT13, KLM15, KDBX18, KAD16, LMGVS+16, LMS19, MRG17, MAK12, MCK17, RC13, SGGHS19, SPC19, YVQ+10, AEGL+13, CHM13]. teaching-oriented [AGL13]. Team
[BH16, LA16]. Teams
[MPTV16, ORKH09, SH18a]. Teamwork
[VFFT16]. Technique [LZT+19].
techniques [RC13]. Technology
[KPM18, MAM12, WDK19, CHH+11].
Technology-Related [WDK19]. teNtative
[MM12]. Term [LK19]. Test [BLNC09].
Testing [CDK+14, CDCLK17]. Text
[WV17]. Text-Based [WW17]. Textbooks
[BNP11]. Textiles [KLS+14]. Theater
[KDBX18]. Theater-Teaching [KDBX18].
Their [MBE+16]. Them [ASG19, IT13].
Theoretical [Ten14]. Theory
[LRJ14, RP19]. Thinking
[FU10a, FEC17, GB+17, RG19, TPQE18, WHS+17, WSP+11, YZ+14, YR15].
Three [Mit14]. Three-Tier [Mit14].
Threshold [AW15]. Tiers [Mit14]. Ties
[MW18]. TOCE [Hum16, Hum17, TM15].
Together [OPC17]. Tool
[BL14, DJHGI19, PCH09, SPR12, TSK12].
Tools [BSY+10, CDCLK17, NJK19, TM11a, YVQ+10]. Topic [MW18]. Topics [EK17].
Towers [SGHHS19]. Towson [TK16].


wearable [NCLN13]. Wearables [MCK17]. Web [AWW15, MC15, PDF15, ZD15].


Young [BCZ19]. Youth [CMS+19, FKG17, RG19].
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